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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1827.

duration which is signified by the English ®. States Segislatttte
Tuesday, FEB. 6.
County offices be located at one place ?” The
Mr. Webster from thè Committee on thé people did assemble in the respective town
words, the controversy, on this ground, is
PUBLISHED BT
Judiciary,
reported
a
bill
supplementary
to
meetings and the result was that 2'674 were
at an end. Nothing can be more clearly 3NINETEENTH CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION.
the acts for the punishment of crimes against jn favor of all the Courts being located at O’ e
JAMES K. REMICH,
established than that this word is used in a
the United States.—The resolution calling i place, an'd 1624 were opposed, leaving ara«»
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
IN SENATE.
majority of instances to express a limited
for information relative to changes in the jority
‘ ‘ of 1000 votes in favor of the measure.
MONDAY, FEB. 5.
newspapers designated to publish the laws, Although this large and decided expression
duration. But a few instances will be suf
Mr. Sanford presented three petitionsfrom was farther debated. The question was tak of the wishes of the people of York Coumy
ficient. Examine, therefore, the follow- .manufacturers
aiKiSttWWW.
of“ fursand skins in the Uni-, en on the motion tostrike out the clause re was given at a'time when no excitement pr**’
ing texts.
.
1ted States,” praying an additional duty on the <
questing the reasons of each change, and it vailed and when they could be actuated by
Mr. Remios—By publishing the followingIn Eccles, i. 4, it is said, “ One genera- importation
•
of those articles. Referred.
was decided in the negative, yeas 65, nays no other motives than convenience and econ
on Universal Restoration, you will confer a tion passeth away and another generation
The engrossed bill to repeal, in part, the 127.—A communication was received from omy, and notwithstanding three quarters of
on
imported
Salt,
was
read
a
third
time
;
favor on one of your subscribers—I think it cometh ; hut the earth abideth forever.” duty
the Secretary of War, containing an abstract the people were in favor of it, nn measure
[
the question being stated on the passage of the returns of the state of the militia. The has, hitherto been taken to establish all
will be read by many with interest; at any —The earth is not eternal; it is more last- and
' the
of
bill—
number of the militia, as exhibited by these the Judicial Courts in that County at one
rate it can have no bad effect.
ing than the generations of men, which
The debate was resumed, and continued at returns, exceeds 1,500,000 men. On motion place.
Yours,
come and go on its surface ; but it will not great
;
length.
of Mr. Webster, a joint committee was or
At the session of 1825, it was confidently
A BELIEVER IN ONE GOD.
The question being put,, the bill was pass dered, to report what subjects it is necessary expected that tfje Legislature would confirm .
last forever.
ed, by the following vote, and sent to the oth to act upon the present session, and in what the voice of the people as a matter of course,
John viii. 35. “ The servant abideth
er House for concurrence :
cyder it is expedient to take them into con and for this reason no petitions were presented.
UNIVERSAL RESTORATION.
,
not
in the house forever; but the son aYeas 24, Nays 21.
sideration. The Wool and Woollen bill was The committee to whom the subject was re
FROM THE UNITARIAN MISCELLANY.
bidethjforfiTier.” That is to say, the resi
then taken up, and after several speeches ferred, reported that inasmuch as Alfred had.
THE NATION AND GEORGIA.
of a son in the house is more perma The President, by Message, informed the the previous question was called for, and or not petitioned for the Judicial Courts to be’
The doctrine of Universal restoration is dence
<
Senate, that the Creek Indians had com dered by a vote of 84 to 77. On the question, removed there, it was not expedient to re
than that of the slave.
founded oi^ dur most enlightened and en- nent
i
The common translation of Dan. xii, 3, plained of attempts to survey the land secur Shall the main question now be put ? there move them to that place. „
larged conceptions of the attributes of God,
ed to them by solemn Treaty with the Uni were 92 yeas, and 94 nays. The Rouse then,In 1826, the people again petitioned in con
of his moral government, and of the facul is, “ and they that turn many to righteous ted-States. That, by the constitution, Trea at half past 6 o’clock, adjourned.
sequence of the last report. The petitions
ness
as
the
stars
forever
and
ever.
”
But
ties and capacities of man ; and on grounds
ties were the Supreme
qf fhe Land—
werg^eferred to a committee who reported .
-Executive
\ t was inexpedient to legislate upon the
thus immoveable it affirms that not one hu the ‘litoral rendering is as follows ; “ and that it was made the <P<-^
DUTIES
ON
V/OOLLE^V
'
mat much -v t he county had no notice
man being will finally be lost ; that «/he they/that iwiq marty to iighteou&ness as to cause Treaties to be deri ved, and the The unfinished business of yqsterJay was •
enforced—that a La^-?' fl.3G2 prescrib• i. J, actd they recoiAmended an order of no
wicked will be subjected’ hereafter to some the istars through, the ages, and further.” Laws
eckthe ¿curses to be pursued when Surveyors then taken up, being the bill concerning du tice. That order has now been served and
punishment as a just Deity shall determine As we cannot with any propriety say, made attempts in the Indian Lands—one was ties on woollens.
we c me praying that all the Judicial Courts
to be best adapted to their state ; and through eternity and still further, the lim employing the military force, the other by
The question being on the amendment of may be established at one place. We ask
ited
meaning
of
the
Greek
word
is
evi

civil
process
—
and
that
he
had
given
orders
fered
by
Mr.
Ingham.
no more than 1000 majority of the people of
that they will at last be recalled to virtue
Mr. Ingham changed his motion into one the County of York have asked and is our re
to interpose the latter, but if that was not
and happiness. We are inevitably led to dent.
for
the
recommitment
of
the
Bill
to
the
Com

quest unreasonable ? Can any member of
successful,
or
the
law
not
altered,
he
should
Gen. xvii. 8. “ And I will give unto
these conclusions by the following train of
mittee of the Whole, with a view to move this House on reflection say it is inexpedient
be compelled to use the former.
thee,
and
to
thy
seed
after
thee,
the
land
thought. If all men were created by an
Several motions and to remove the Judicial Courts and County ofMr. Berrien contended that the President amendments then.
intelligent being, every man must have wherein thou art a stranger, all the land should have stopped at his allusion to a Judi questions of order were altercated. At length ficesto one place, when so large a majority
been created for some purpose and for of Canaan for an everlasting 'possession.” cial Tribunal to settle the affair, and not the motion of such recommitment was put, have decided otherwise ? We do not name any
mentioned a Military Force.
He and negatived—yeas 101—nays 104.
particular place, but some convenient place.
some design. If that being is good as The land of Canaan has-long since been have
An amendment proposed by Mr. Cambre- I hope. Mr. Speaker* we shall not fail to es
caught at an expression of Mr. Johnson, of
well as intelligent, his purposes and de wrested from the seed of Abraham.
Ky. comparing the message to a firebrand. leng, was negatived—yeas 89, nays 113. Al tablish them this session at sortie one place.
But as strong a case as can be adduced [No doubt in Georgia the breath of party so an amendment proposed by Mr. Wickliffe It is a subject on which the people of that
signs must be benevolent with regard to
isfexod.
xl.
15,
compared
with
Heb.
vii
—yeas 74, nays 128—Also a motion by Mr. County feel a deep interest, and one which
will be employed upon it.]
each individual creature. If he is also
On motion of Mr. Berrien, which was op Forsyth, to postpone, for one year, the time has produced much excitement and occa
wise, he will adopt the best means to bring 12. In the former ver§.e are these words ;
by Mr. Harrison, Mr. Johnson and Mr. for levying the duty—yeas 83, nays 108.
sioned much suspense, and will continue to
his merciful designs and purposes to pass. “ And thou 'shalt anoint them as, thou posed
A debate then occurred on the general until it is settled. I appeal to the good Sense
Holmes", the Message was referred to a com
And if he is all powerful, he will conduct didst their father, that they may minister mittee—and Messrs. Benton, Berrien, Van merits of the bill,-as it stood, which continp- of this House if we have not had good reason
those means their end. The final hap unto me in the priest’s office ; for their I[ Buren, Smith, of S. C. and Harrison, were ed to 8 o’clock, when the House adjourned to hope.from the reports of the several com
mittees from one session to another, that if
piness, in short, of all mankind, w;\s de anointing shall surely be an everlastingi: appointed. [We believe a majority are of by a vote 93 to 90.
signed by the goodness, is planned by the priesthood.” In the other verse we read)I what is called the opposition—and perhaps Mr. Burnham, Mr. Cook and Mr. Kremer we would do that and this the Legislature
the Committee should have been chosen by spoke against the bill.
would estaJdish^the Courts all at one place.
omniscience, and will he accomplished by thus ; <u For the priesthood being changed, I! ballot
i Tn 1825 we failed in consequence of not peti
—nevertheless this Committee may be
there
is
made
of
necessity
a
change
also
the omnipotence of Him who gave them
[ the more willing to relieve the President
tioning from ah expectation that the Legisla
aum ZiKgxsï.atub^.
life. The present system of things with of the law.” How could a priesthood from his responsibility.]
ture would require nothing more than the re
turn of votes.x In 1826, petitions were hand
which we are connected, as it is adminis which was really everlasting, be changed ? I Now if Congress does not alter the law, it
IN SENATE.
as it ought, the responsibility of the
ed in and vye failed because there had been
TUESDAY, FEB. 6.
tered by the same infinite Being, is, we It is obvious that the Greek bias not the I assumes,
consequences of the enforcement, to which
no order of Notice. We now come prepared
must believe, the best. Sin and misery, to entire force of (he English word—that it the Executive is sworn.—There may be one Bills to incorporate the Oxford Female as we thought, and what is the report of the
Academy—also to establish the County o
a large amount, are permitted to form a means long enduring, lasting, but not ne other alternative, that of proving the Presi Waldo passed to be enacted.
Committee ? It is that the people of York
dent’s construction of the law erroneous if
County are satisfied with the present loca
part of it. Sin proceeds from evil dispo cessarily eternal.
tion. As much hs to sav if you will give us
Boston Pall.
Tl>. only objection which can be made they can.
sitions or perverted judgment, and inyari|
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7.
Reference tojthe next Legislature, was re more., evidence that the people are dissatisfi-'
bly produces psin. Pain is employed in to this interpretation, in reference to the
TUESDAY, FEB. 6.
ported in the petition of the Inhabitants of ed we will establish all the Courts at one
return, to correct the evil dispositions or punishment of the wicked, is, that the
Abili was introduced for establishing the the eastern part of the County of Hancock, place. I do say and will stake my reputa
false judgments, which first produced it. same word is applied by our Saviour to the first Monday in November as the period dor for a half shire tcqvn at Elsworth, which re tion on the truth of the assertion, that the in
In many cases it thoroughly performs this; punishment of the wicked and the happi the annual meeting of Congress.—1 he reso port was so amended that the petitioners had habitants of York County are not satisfied.
And I do further state that evidence did ap
office here. In many others it does not. ness of the righteous ; of which the fbl- lution for an examination cf several sites pro leave to bring in bill.
Conferees reported respecting the resolve pear before the committee that they were
The sinner lives on, adds crime to crime,, lowing passage from Mat. xxv. 46, is giv- posed fora Western Armory, after further amendmeut. was agreed to.*
in favor o'f Olive*- Perkins that the Senate dissatisfied. For these reasons I do hope
strengthens his bad habits, cherishes ' isi en as an instance. “ And these shall go
recede from them vote passing the Resolve; -this Bouse will not accept the report of the
THE BANKRUPT BILL.
,
away
into
everlasting
punishment
;
but
the
evil dispositions, despises chastisement,
the purpose of amend-'l Committee, but give the petitioners leave to
This B’ll v q^agak, tak
qp in the Renato to be engrossed
in a b’fl. t
■ }
becomes hardened in miqdity, and then he; piglrfeofes into life eternal.\ It is argued on Tuesday la4tt \ nfe- 93d sectidh was struck ment. i he vote sd pass to bfc engrossed
?n’grcsseà Ws
dies. He enters the second life with the• that if the punishment is temporary, the | out j. a Vote of 34 to 12, it was further a- reconsidered and tne amendment of the House The question was then taken on accepting
the report in concurrence with the Senate
same character which was with him wheni happiness must be so too ; and then where finended by limiting its duration to three accepted. and decided in the affirmative by a vote of 65
;years, and after further debate upon the
he left the first. That character must be; is our hope of eternal life ?
to 26.
THURSDAY, FEB. 8.
question was finally taken on the question of
The
obvious
answer
to
this
is,
that
as
<
changed ; for he was designed to be hap
engrossing; it for a third reading, and it was
Mr. Hathaway from the Committee, re
'
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7.
py, and he must be happy. Pain is againi the word does not of itself settle the pre- rejected
by a majority of six votes ; all the ported that th0L.egislature might have a re
employed. He is punished severely and cise duration of the punishment or the ,members of the Senate being present, and cess on the 20t|h day of February, the report Bill providing for the appointment of Sher
was amendedinserting Saturday the 17th, iffs in the several counties and defining the
long, because the character which he has happiness, but only asserts that it shall be voting as follows :
general powers and duties, laid on the table,
AYES.—Messrs. Bateman. Berrien, Bou- and accepted.'*
acquired, calls for such discipline to re for a very long period, we are not to seek 1'gny,
by Mr. Cobb, was referred to the committee
Chambers,
Clayton,
Edwards,
Harri

form it. Of whàt nature precisely this from this verse, as it stands by itself, a son. Havne. Johnston, (La.) Kane, King,
on the Judiciary.
FRIDAY, FEB. 9.
Bills to incorporate the St. Croix Steam
punishment is, and where it is, inflicted, proof of the absolute* eternity of either. Knight, Mills, Ridgely, Robbins, Sanford,
Bill additional respecting Banks, was taken
we do not know, nor -is it necessary that One thing is certain, that it does not prove Silsbee. Smith, (Md.) Thomas, Van Buren, up and committed to Messrs.'Williams, But* Navigating Company; to enlarge and ex
tend the poWers of the proprietors of Somer
man, and Churchill.
we should. But correction will always be an eternity of misery ; especially as the and Williams.—21.
NAYS.-—Messrs. Bartori, ^ell, Benton,
Resolve respecting the Seat of Govern set Bridge ; and to incorporate the Kenne
word
which
is
applied
to
the
wicked
sig

its object, and the object will at length be
Branch, Chandler. Chase, Cobb, Dickerson, ment as amended in new draft by the House, bunk Water Power Manufacturing Compa
effected. The deaf ear will at length be nifies corrective punishment, and cannot of Faton, Findlay, Hendricks, Holmes, Johnson, was taken up and committed to Messrs. Wil ny were severally passed to be enacted. Resolve for establishing a new representa
opened; and the blind eye will receive its course be eternal. Happiness is the de (KvD Macon, Marks, McKinley. Noble, liams, Sweat and Stebbins.
tive District, in the County of Washington,
sight. The flinty heart will at length be sign and end of God’s creation and gov Randolph, Reed, Rowan, Ruggles, Seymour,
reported by a' committee ^appointed under
SATURDAY, FEB. 10.
smitten, and from it will gush out the wa ernment ; misery is not. The object oi Smith, (S. C.) Tazewell, White, Willey, and
the order of 28th January last, was read and
Woodbury.—27.
punishment
is
the
production
of
virtue
Mr.
Williams,
from
the
committee,
report

ters of contrition and repentance. The
ordered to lie on the table.
ed a Resolve establishing the seat of govern
and
enjoyment
—
and
there
the
misery
obstinate sinner will at length be brought
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 7.
ment
as
taken
into
a
new
draft.
The
Senate
to a sense of his guilt, and to a just esti ends. But when the effect is produced,
Mr. Chase presented the Memorial of sun refused to adopt the new draft proposed by
*HV'RSDAY, FEB. 8.
mation of the beauty, the benefits, the de-* why .should it ever cease ? There is no dry Manufacturers of Wool, in the State of the House and adopted theirs, ^hich was or Report of the committee on Banks, See* on
Vermont,
with
other
documents,
praying
an
reasonable
fear
that
the
happiness,
which
the
subject
of
the
Kennebunk
Bank, that the
dered to ffe engrossed.
lights of virtue. New feelings will spring,
increase of duty on Wool ; which was refer
business of said Bank is conducted in strict
up in his bosom ; new joys will be expe lives.in heaven, will ever die.
conformity to the provisions of its charter
Monday, feb. 12.
We see that the word to which the ep red.
rienced and appreciated ; new habits will
Thè bill to Abolish Imprisonment for debt
Bills enacted,—additional act respecting and bye laws, was accepted.
ithet
1
everlasting
is
attached
may
deter

be formed,.and new pursuits commenced ;
was then taken up for-consideration.; but, dn the owners of Logs, Masts, &c. and Resolve
The committee to whom was referred so
he will loathe his past pleasures, forsake mine the meaning of that epithet.—Lest motion of Mr. Berrien, with the assent of Mr. relating to State Road north of the Bingham much of the Governor’s message as relates
to internal improvements, reported their
his old ways, and yeturn again to the Lor^, some should still doubt it, we will quote a Johnson, of Kentucky, it was postponed, and Purchase.
made the special order of the day for to-mor
The Committee on an order to inquire in views and a Resolve which was assigned for
who will have mercy upon him, and to our passage from scripture in which this is the row.
to the expediency of making compensation Saturday next.
God who will abundantly pardon. * * case beyond all question.
Bill establishing the salary of the Governor,
to Judges Mellen and Weston for their in
Hab.
iii.
6.
“
And
the
everlasting
I will now attend to those passages of
creased labour, in consequence of the indis was taken up and the House concurred with
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. position of Judge Preble, reported that legis the Senate in refusing the bill a passage.
mountains
were
scattered,
the
perpetuai
scripture which have been supposed to
SATURDAY, FEB. 3.
lation on that subject is inexpedient: read
militate against the views just presented, hills did bow ; his ways are everlasting.”
Mr. Mercer, from the committee on roads;
and accepted.
FRIDAY, FEB. 9.
The
mountains
are
not
truly
everlasting
;
and to establish the doctrine of eternal
and canals, reported a bill appropriating $10,The House concurred in the report accept
000 for deepening the channel between Ame
punishment. Those passages are urged the ways of God are strictly so.
ed in the Senate that the Legislature may
with much confidence, and, by those who /As there is nothing in Scripture to lia Island and the continent, leading from the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. \ 'l^ave a recess on' Saturday the 17th inst.
St. Marys to the St.
river.—The de
TUESDAY, FEB. 6. countenance
the
doctrine
of
eternal
mise

have but a superficial acquaintance with
Resolve, respecting the seat of government
bate. on the resolution rii Alive to the appoint
Report of the committee on Banks and
scripture phraseology, are supposed to be ry, the arguments against it remain un ment of printers of the laws, was further con Banking giving a detailed account of the con was called up, and sundry amendments
conclusive and unanswerable. It will not touched.
tinued.—Several private bills were consider cerns of the Vassalboro’ Bank since the re thereto were proposed; which were adopted.
The advocates of Universal Salvation, ed and passed. ■
port of the commissioners, was read, accept Yeas 80, Noes 51. T he re sol ve was reported
take long, however to show, that they do.
in a new draft and passed to be engrossed.
ed, and 300 copies ordered to be printed,
not in reality afford the testimony which adduce those texts which affirm that God
Resolve,'in favor of Oliver Perkins, passed
MONDAY, FEB. 5.
Bills establishing the County of Waldo;
they have been thought to give, and that is good to all, that his mercy is over all,
Mr.Ingham, moved the recommitment of i act additional to an act establishing the times to be engrossed.
they are in no degree hostile to the doc and that he gives life to all, as evidences the bill, with an entire new system for col-i o'f holding the Supreme Judicial Court within
of the truth of their doctrine. Here can tecting thé duties on Woollen Goods. No ; this State ; for the further protection of
SATURDAY, FEB. 10.
trine affinal and universal restoration.
Report of the committee that it was inex
¡towns from fire; to incorporate the ProThe greatest stress has been laid on be no controversy. Far bo it from us decision.
motion of Mr. Everett, the report of • prietors of Kennebunk-Port Distillery; and pedient to make further provisions for the ed
those passages in which the words ever Jo doubt the infinite mercy of Jehovah. I theOnSecretary
of State on the Spoliations of • extending the charter of the United Marine ucation of the deaf and dumb was accepted,
lasting, eternal and forever are applied to only say, that it is by chastising and re European Governments on the Commerce ; and Fire Insurance company for certain pur- in concurrence with the Senate.^
forming
the
guilty,
that
he
manifests
his
The House took up the subject of the re
the punishment of the wicked. Previous
of the U. States, received some days ago, was 1 poses were severally passed to be enacted.
port on the Governor’s Message relating to
ly to their examination, it may be well to goodness and his love. “ Whom the referred to the Committee on Foreign Af
YORK COUNTY COURTS.
.internal improvements and a system of dis
fairs.
observe, that they are by no means so nu Lord loveth, he chasteneth.”
The report of the Joint Select Committee tribution of the surplus funds of the- United
THE
NATION
AND
GEORGIA.
All
such
passages,
however,
are
deci

upon
the
petition
of
Nathaniel
Hill
and
othmerous as is generally imagined. There
States which after some discussion was assign
The President sent to the House the same ers that it was inexpedient to take any fùr- ed for further consideration on Tuesday next.
are iwo in the Old Testament ; three in dedly opposed to the doctrine of eternal
Message
as
was
sent
to
the
Senate.
'
ther
order
thereon
came
down
from
the
SenResolve establishing the Seat of Govern
Matthew ; one in Mark ; one in the epis misery, and protracted misery terminated
Mr. Forsyth moved that the subject be re-1 ate accepted, and the question being on con
tle to the Thessalonians ; three in Reve by annihilation ; and are directly in favor ferred to a Committee of the whole, and ; curring, with the Senate, Mr. Lord, of Ken- ment came from the Senate in a new, draft
and the House assigned Tuesday next for
lations ; one in the epistle of Peter ; and of the doctrine of final restoration.
spoke with much warmth. Mr. Webster re-, nebunk Port rose and said,
marked that violent language was not argu- { “ That from 1822 to 1824, great uneasiness the consideration of the same.
[to be continued.]
two in the epistle of Jude.—Some people
Mr. Pray, of Lebanon, had leave of absence
ment ;—that there were two sides to the ! had prevailed in the County of York and a
speak as if the Bible was full of them ; but
after Tuesday.
question,
and
it
was
not
to
be
concluded
that
!
majority
of
the
towns
had
petitioned,
setting
The hypocrite is sure of one thing—of
it seems that there are but thirteen in both
the General Government was wholly wrong, [ forth the,importance of removing all the JuMONDAY, FEB. 12.
the Old and New Testaments. The ques bein the abhorrence of both sides of the and the Government of Georgia wholly right. dicial Courts in that County to one place,
Mr. Davee, of Dover had leave of absence
question.
High words would not terrify. He should and that a saving would be made by the
tion is not however, how many there are,
Slander is the re venge of a coward, and investigate the subject in a spirit of inquiry, measure of §600 to $1000. From the num after Thursday next, and Mr., Bartlett,, of
but whether there be «nÿ which teach the
ber of the petitioners the Legislature of Garland after this day.
of submission nor of controversy.
doctrine inquestion. If it ca^be proved, dissimulation his defence.—Adventurer. notMr.
Bills engrossed, to revoke the charter of
Bartlett advised a reference of the 1824 were satisfied, that it was a subject of
Quarrels
do
'mt
last
long
when
the
that the Greek word translate;! everlasting,
communication to ore of the standing com very general complaint, and passed a resolve the Kennebec Bank, regulating Toil Bridges,
Vterndl and forever., is not always used in fault is only on o.ie side.
mittees, but a motion prevailed to lay it on providing that the people should vote upon the to authorize the Selectmen of Portland to ap
RocheJoucalt's Maxims. the table.
question “ shall all the Judicial Courts and point an additional number of Enginemen,
the scriptures to express that, un’ mited
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' From the Correspondent of the New-York
| Extract of a letter from Philadelphia dated
DE.TROIT, JAN. 3.
Co m mercia I Adeertiscr.
Defeat and capture of the enemy.—Mr.
Jan. ^5.
WASHINGTON, FEB. 6.
Benjamin Clark, of this city, had set a num
The severity of the weather here is fust
nineteenth congress,...second session. .
LONDON, deb. 19.
Yesterday there was some brilliant cross ber of trans for foxes at a short distance in
now intense. The Delaware has been cov
; DEFEAT OF THE PERSIAN ARMY, firing in the House of Representatives, which
the rear of the town. One morning last week, ered with gentlemen skating, and ladies slid
[CONTINUED FROM FIRST PACE.]
SAT’
Courier Office, Half past Three o’clock.— grew out of.the President’s Message in rela
on
visiting
his
traps,
he
fopnd
one
of
them
ing for a week past. Mv father drove his i
Despatches were received, this' morning, tion to the proceedings of the State of Geor
IN SENATE.
was
missing,
and
being
unwilling
to
be
out

'M
assa
horse
and
gig
over
yesterday
morning.
from Persia, by Government, dated Tabree gia. Mr. Forsyth commenced his observa
THURSDAY, FEB; 8.
witted by Reynard, he pursued the tract of
inserts <
Mr. Smith, of Maryland from the commit Oct. 15.
tions in a high state of political excitement. the fugitive for five miles, when instead of a On Saturday last a handsome carriage drove
| down to the river, from whence a gentleman
They announce that a division of the Per His language and manner attracted the at
tee of Finance, reported a bill for the regula
Hon-Levl
fox, he found he had ‘ caught a tartarf in I
tion of the salaries of Custom-House Officers; sian Army, detached by his Highness the tention ofthe House. He assumed the bold the shape of an enormous she wolf. Her and his sister alighted;.—a servant tied a:
•gress of t
pair
of
skates
upon
the
feet
of
the
ladv
and
Prince Regent, aunder the command of his est tone of denunciation, but it did hot last
which was read.
worship showing signs of battle, Mr. C. arm
Mr. Bell submitted a resolution instructing eldest, son, Mahomed Meerza, and his uncle, long ; his passion was too great for a set ed himself with a club, and after a well con she joined her brother in the exercise of skat
the committee on Pensions to inquire into the Ameer Khan, was defeated, with severe loss, speech or a regular argument;—for a while tested conflict, made capture of his enemv, ing on the ice.- After going in a straight line
Hie Hoflse
claim of Benjamin Thompson, for a pension on the 26th Sept, near the village ofShamk he was very eloquent—not that he was very whom he actually ’ brought to town aliv° J tor some time she waltzed very gracefully to
jwasoffere
the
astonishment
and
admiration
of
crowds
bar,
five
turseekhs
north
west
of
Georgia.
for revolutionary services ; which was con
choice or fortunate in his language, but “ fu The animal measured six feet nine inches
fat
the
of
spectators.
—
She
was
most
splendidly
at

The
battle
was
fought
on
the
banks
of
the
sidered and adopted.
ror ministrat arma” he went on furiously, un from the nose to the end of the tail.
tired, and has excited a great deal of curios
. fanptst0
Mr. Holmes, from the select committee to Yezan, a second stream of which divided the til quite exhausted. Mr. Webster followed
ity- to know who she is ; report says she is
which was referred the petitions of various contending armies. The Russian forces him. He rose in the calm majesty of his
i gress. ?
from Holland.
Salem Observer.
MORGAN—ANOTHER REPORT.
persons, praying indemnification for French amounted to about 6,000 infantry, and 3,000 strength ; the tones of his voice were deep
«esdayby
We have been informed, on veryT respecta
Spoliations, previous fo the year 1800, made cavalry, with a proportionate number of and powerful : his enunciation more solemn
A letter
IMPORTANT DECISION.
a report; which was, on motion of Mr. Smith, guns; that of the. Persians to 5000 infantry than usual : not a breath was heard but his ble authority, that affidavits are now in this
It is well known to many of our readers
of Md. ordered to be printed, and five hun and 5000 irregular horse,, with- six field pie own wordsall listened to him as if he had city, and will be published in the present
¡being a W
dred additional copies placed at the disposal ces.
something, to say more than belonged to de week, which assert the following facts, viz : that, since the year 1818,: when the number
plicated by
After some hard fighting the Persians bate in its ordinary course : the sarcasm of that Morgan was carried to the British terri | ot custom-house officers was increased bv the
of the Senate.
faentativ
On motion of Mr. Chambers, the bill for were compelled to retire, in the utmost con his reply was not gi'eater than the dignity of tory by the persons who seized him in this addition of appraisers, the mode of calcu
the benefit of the family of the late Thomas fusion ; and it, is supposed that nearly the the manner in which it was conveyed. You State,; that he was received there and con lating duties on importations, bonaped in
- \VOOLL
Jefferson was taken up,' read a second time, whole of their infantry were either killed or can have no idea of the effect which it produ fined in Fort George; that he underwent a voice cost, as had been the practice since the
bilïbesee
ced by reading the speeth—in fact it cannot trial, and was convicted, with the assent, adoption of the Federal Constitution was
and ordered to be engrossed for a third read taken prisoners.
however,,of
only
a
part
of
the
pretended
jury-;
frequently changed, and the importer was
Three field pieces, fell into the hands of be fully described—it could only be felt:
ing-,
q] journal,
and
that
he
was
executed,
according
to
his
compelled to pay duties on what the apprais
rI lie President communicated letters from the Russians, and Ameer Khan was killed it seemed for a season to penetrate every
House of I
Gov. Troup of Georgia, complaining of the by a Cossack, when in the act of rallying his bosom and control every mind. Even Mr. sentence by a young Indian. This story is ers considered the market value at the time
Qfthe mer
interruption of his surveyors by Crowell the troops. The young Prince Mahomed Meer Forsyth, when he rose to make a rejoinder, current here. We confess that it seems to | and place of shipping—thusr substituting an
was taken prisoner by a Cossack, but was was quite a different man—his whole man us highly improbable. No such thing, we arbitrary valuation for the actual cost of the
agent of the U. States ; and requesting to za,
:
[eigUid(
should
think,
could
be
transacted
in
a
British
afterwards
rescued
and
borne
awav
in
tri

goods
imported.
We
perceive
bv
the
last
know, if the President has vested Crowell :
ner was altered; he stood rebuked before the
andMessr
post,
occupied
by
British
troops,
and
in
the
volume
of
Wheatons
’
Reports
of
cases
arumph
by
one
of
his
surdars.
with discretionary & unlimited powers, to in- 1
calm, distinct, and powerful appeal to the
few
terfere in the concerns of the State of Geor
understanding and ndependence of the House. midst of the town of Newark. It may bq in gued before the Supreme Court at Washing
gia.
1 his appeal had noth ng of entreaty or coax some respects true, but it can be scarcely en ton, p. 419, that the former practice is estab
FR DM HA EANAi
lished as the correct one, and that “ except
Capt. Tying, who has arrived at the Vine ing in it—nothing even of persuasion ; it was a titled to credit on all its parts.
I Ourthai
Albany Argus.
on suspicion of fraudulent invoices, the Col
yard, in 13 days from Havana, reports that strong and miglV’1 display of moral energy
FRIDAY, FE^w
I
lector has no power to order appraisements ’*•
when ip right of the Moro Castle, he saw 2 in giving direcK. to a momentous subject.
A bill for the better regulation of the ®
I ¡pop '
1 hq Secretary of the Treasury has on appli
----- ™was
rvpviLcu,
w .mwithout
.vul-A Mex’.c^. bngs m chase of a Spanidi brig,
ROGUES DETECTED.
He wasfearleM and be was calm, and turned
nance departments,
reported
public Do<
stand’»n^ in for the Moro ; that on the second aside, as “ the idle wind,” the stream of de
mejidment-- V
\ bill was also reported furtli^r
L.
We learn by an intelligent gentleman from cation, and in conformity to this decision or
to amend the Judiciary of the U, States—The J day out, he spoke a wrecker who informed clamation which had been poured upon the Hanover, N.’H. that for some time past, dered the extra duties which were illegally
bill providing for the adjustment of Claims him that Com. Porter lay at anchor in Key House.
much inconvenience had been experienced exacted, under a m’stakeh construction of ‘
under the treaty of Ghent was reported with West, with a large frigate, two brigs and a _ In the Senate this subject made some ex by travellers, and by the inhabitants ofthe the law together with apraisers’ fees, truck
amendments—one of which was to have three schooner; that the Mexican fleet consisted citement also—but Judge Berrien, of Georgia, place, in the loss of property pilfered from age and storage, to be refunded to the several
eight sail, well manned and under good is a gentler spirit than Mr. Forsyth. Col. sleighs, stores, bar-rooms, sheds, &c. This persons applying for redress, and to whoi>.
commissioners instead of cne.
discipline, together with an armed steam R. M. Johnson, of Kentucky, made some bold excited the vigilance of the civil authority, the Collector of this port furnished, without
i orflisthat
’boat. Two Spanish frigates were laying off but gentlemanly observations on the subject; and their efforts resulted in the detection and hesitation, certificates that he had no suspi-^
| fa of Jan
HO USE OE REPRESENTATIVES. andon, off Sand Key, with the intention of heris not only an able roan, assiduous in his conviction, before a Justice Court, of a gang cion of fraudulent invoices.—Courier.
j he port <
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blockading Com. Porter at Key West. That business, but independent and honorable in who seem to have combined for the purpose
| Captain »
The House resumed the consideration of the wrecker also informed him, that there his-course of duty.
of plunder. On Thursday last, no less than
TAXATION ON BACHELORS.
| is vesselMr. Saunders resolution, calling for informa was sufficient water and a good channel inside
12 persons were remapded to prison at Ha
. iy the U S
tion respecting the selection of Printers for the’ reef for any ofthe Mexican fleet to come
verhill.
Montpelierpaper. L Gen. M’Clure has moved in the New York
Frodi
the
National
Journal'.
Sh Commo
publishing the Laws. '
Legislature, that the Tax on Dogs be taken
out by the Indian Key or Bahia Hondu.
The storm that has been so long gathering
of his
Mr. Dorsev addressed the Chair in answer Com. Laborde was cruizing of Vera Cruz
off and put upon Bachelors. The fraternity
From
the
New-England
Enquirer.
has at length burst in thunder. The opposi
$n for I
to the supporters of the resolution.
with two large frigates.
in the city of New York have shown a very
tion has come out in earnest. The Admin 
igs had al
proper vigilance in the protection of their
WOOLLEN GOODS BILL.
CATALOGUES.
istration is assailed in one of its prominent
¡1 soon. <
The House resumed the consideration of
REBELLION AT JAVA.
It is a general practice with Post Masters \ rights and Constitutional privileges and
members.
His
conduct
is
arraigned
before
the
|fcKey Wes
the bill for laying additional duties on im-;
A letter received here by Mr. Topliff, da bar of the House & of the nation. After long all over the country to rate College cata have called a public meeting on the subject
I mailing/
ported Wool and Manufacturers of Wool.
ted Batavia, Oct. 30, says,
The Rebellion is scrutiny and close deliberation, the point of logues as pamphlets rather than as periodi to adopt all suitable measures to resist oppres
| In in with
. Mr. Wright then rose, and said he was not put down, and I do not perceive any pro
sion
—
thus
showing
that
they
are
ever
active
cal publications, and thus to receive for them
| |ok her to
in the cause of humanity, whether it is to as
dalied upon by motives as strong as any gen gress making to accomplish so desirable a attack was decided on,. The most valuable
nearly treble the postage which periodicals sist the suffering Greeks, or to rescue them
II bring het
part
of
the
whole
conduct
of
the
Admistratleman in the House to advocate the passage purpose. The restored Sultan gets do adpay. , This practice has very much impeded
I fcley of ffl t
of the bill; but he was entirely satisfied that .herents, and the Dutch forces in the interior tion was selected, and the most powerful
selves from domestic oppression.
the circulation of catalogues and imposed a
| In severe!;
those who desire the passage of the bill must accomplish nothing but marches and coun members of the opposition have unveiled pretty serious tax upon those who receive a I If every puppy, whelp, or hound, in our in' [de, which’
take measures to secure a vote upon it. Un termarches.—Gloomy indeed’are the affairs their batteries, and paired in the whole large number annually ; and to ascertain its ! numerable Legislative bodies is thus allowed '
I faded se’
to.shift off taxation from himself, what will
der this impression, refraining to express his of Neth.erland India.' It will require at least force of their, wit and the undivided power
correctness our obliging representative» Mr.
tost got
own views, he required the previous question. forty millions of guilders more, ere the troub of their argument. I tremble, for the result. Allen, was requested by the gentleman whose be the fate of those who look with a single
Such an attack ! So made i On such a point!
eye to happiness and civil security ’ There
This call was sustained by the House, 89 les will be ended?’
And urged, with such spirit and vehemence ! name appears in the subjoined note, to con
members rising in favor of the call, and 74
Coffee at Batavia is about
guilders on Ah me ! if the administration can stand this, verse with the Post Master General on the might be some excuse for these legislators, if
TH
against it.
board. Sugar 16 a 18 ; and ,hut little busi- their foundation must be d'eeplv laid in the subject. His opinion, given below, we trust taxing bachelors would be any relief to their
i: A gentlem
own sad state of henpeckedness.
, The Speaker then put the question, “ Shall ness^doing. No sale for American produce
will
correct
the
practice
of
his
deputies.
confidence ofthe people.
Ormedus t
the main question now be put ?”
n j It Gen. M’Clure is the same hero that
but at great loss.
i
Methinks a listeperfor four days to the de General Post-Office Department, Jan.J^27 hred New-Ark, and brought such an awful
fought by
. On this question Mr. Cambreleng asked
Spanish Dollars 52 and 53.lt. No sale for
bate. leaves the city aiidarrives at Baltimore
Sir—-College Catalogues, being annual retaliation on Buffalo.
hived ?t ?
Sal Ga^
for the yeas and nays, and they were taken, bills on Europe or the U. States.
or Richmond. His friends surround him. publications, are periodical, and as such their
| ent, made
as follows : Yeas 105—nays 95;
1 he house of Shillaber
Co. will be dis
Mhat
news?
what
is
Congress
doing?
\ OUS to its s
So the House determined that the previous continued after the 1st of Jan JI 827..
postage should be rated. Please give this
What is that august assembly employed in ? information to Professor Hitchcock.
\ id been rec
question be now put.
Newburyport, feb. 9.
“
1
he
opposition,
after
wisely
concerting
i ’York.
Yours respectfully,
The question now recurred, <l Shall the
DISASTROUS ACCIDENT.
their
plans,
has
come
out
in
their
attack.
”
COLOMBIA.
bill be engrossed and ordered to a third read
JOHN McLEAN;
. On Tuesday morning last, the Essex Mer
“
Aye
!
say
you
so?
It
is
good
!
lam
happy
ing ?” _ '
Hon. S; C. Allen, House of Rep’s.
Proclamation, JOSE .'A. PAEZ., Civil
rimack Bridge gave way in the centre, from
| Georgia c
On this question Mr. Forsyth asked for the
and Military Chief of th^ State ofVenezu- to.bear it—well, what measure have they as
the parting of the chains which supported it.
sailed
?
”
“
The
attack
is
qn
the
Secretary
of
|i izette, put
yeas and nays, and they were taken as fol
Congress, it will be perceived, have passed
On the bridge at the moment was a loaded
| ; on the Pi
lows : Yeas 108—nays 99.
; Venezuele»«^ !—-All,ou? 'evils have ceased State.” “ Better still—the.true point—he is an act, appropriating ^20,000 for the relief of team, drawn by six oxen and two horses,
I adve ^th
So the bill was ordered to be engrossed and —the Liberator'heardourtclamours from the the archfiend h< ’Snust be put down. Have u the sufferers b/ the recent fire at Alexan driven by twomen, Messrs. Carlton and Jack
I Ins, says—1
read a third time.
centre of Peru, and has flown to our succour they got him on the hip ?.Something impor dria. This measure we find warmly ap man, all of whom were precipitated, forty'
rtance to
with the heart of a Venezuelan and of a na tant,! dare say. Is it impeachable ? I am plauded in several papers, and characterized feet, into the river beneath. The teamsters*
[fr lead to
tive of Carraccas ; as a ¡proof of his good all eagerness to know.” “ Not exactly im as an instance of prompt humanity. For
FRIDAY FEB. 9.
preserved
themselves
by
means
of
swimming
||veVer,owf
It appears that the Woollen bill was not ta wishes, he offers you his inBuence and great peachable, perhaps, but it is said to be fact, ourselves we doubt not but it originated in and the support of fragments of the bridge ;
I mess, tht
ken up, as had been expected—The resolu services as a guarantee. H<has refused the andon this the charge is grounded,-th at in something near akin to generous impulse ; the cattig were all of them except one of the
|i|veimpose<
tion offered by Mr. Saunders, respecting the Dictatorship which gratitudeXfor his servi designating the Printers who are to publish but really we cannot but withhold the full horses, swept beneath the ice a few rods be
|fate act;
printers of the laws of Congress, was discus ceshad required him to accept but the mo the laws, a power- left to his discretion, he meed of our approval from a species of gen low, and drowned.
fable tha
sed, when Mr. Dorsey spoke at some length ment -his native country ry tired him as has selected several of his friends to the ex erosity which costs its votaries so little. We ’ F*veofthe ten chains, which supported
ilent.
against the motion—The residue of the Ses a Citizen, our Brother and B.> /end approach clusion of his enemies?’ “ Bah! Is that all ?” cannot but make this distinction in this case the bridge, were snapped in different places,
sion, on Friday, was occupied on the question es with open arms to embrace ®is. The most monies parturiunt, &c. And has the Ad between the disinterésted sacrifice of one’s and now remain upholding the broken and
of referring the Message of the President, on illustrious, the most glorious/ the first Hero ministration walked so cautiously—so pru own property and that credit for liberality 1 shattered timber, altogether as sad a wreck
fam thel
the difficulties in Georgia, occasioned by an of Venezuela, (proofs of whiph he so often dently—so wisely, that nothing else could be which is cheaply purchased by an off-hand j
hi to Congi
as we ever. witnessed. At the instant of the
attempt to survey the Indian lands. Mr. fave in the field of battle,) returns with the got hold of. Shah! it seems to me a small appropriation ot what belongs to others.
bnett amoi
crash, the light evolved by the friction of the
Horsy th moved a reference to the Committee purest love to see his ancient companions in business, and 1. am afraid the people will
Here is a large gratuity granted to the citi chains resembled the vivid stream of a me
I st office in
COMMON SENSE.
of the whole House on the State ofthe Union ; arms, and the places in which are planted the think so too.,
zens of Alexandria—purely a gratuity—with teor.
■ st March, i
but it did not prevail—ther^ being 81 for, and monuments of her glory.—He comes to pro
out the slightest connection with any nation
Various causes are assigned for the acci
■ id $110,25!
The Jackson Converts in Virginia have just al object, or any public service. Wé cannot
92 against it—On motion of Mr. Everett, to mote our happiness, not to destroy the civil
'I fan, $51,2
dent,—-and none, with more probability, than
refer the subject to the Committee on the and military power which he received from made a discovery which give& them vast un find either in the letter or spirit of the Con- j
the united effect of the incumbent pressure
I larleston, S
judiciary, the vote was 81 for, 95 against— the people, but to guide, help and advise us easiness. They have found out that Govern stitution the delegation to Congress of any of the immense body of snow lying upon the
| P’56 ; !
Mr. Powell had, proposed to refer to a Select by hissage counselsand experience.
or Tyler, the Senator elect, is not a true be power to make such a grant. It cannot be bridge, and the frost which had contracted
¡J ’untpaid ii
Committee, which was now in order, and Mr.
Prepare yourselves then to receive him as liever in the Jackson creed. It has come to seriously contended that the municipal rela
I the sum p
Webster supported the motion, which pre ge dry country does the fertile dews from light that he approves the course which Mr. tion in which the District of Colombia stands the particles of the iron.—-These produced a
| lem paid $
tenseness
in
the
chains,
which
was
incapable
vailed.
1
Clay pursued in the Presidential election, to the National Legislature, can give to the of resisting the additional pressure of the
Heaven,—he will exceed your wishes.
' 1 Newbur]
Mr. Thompson of Georgia then moved that
Bolivar was great beyond admiration, but and consequently disbelieves the factious citizens of Alexandria any personal, individ loaded team, and the whole gave way.
11; Northa
the Committee be chosen by ballot, and not from this day forward Venezuela owes him charge of“ bargain, intrigue and corruption.” ual claims upon Congress, beyond what are , The estimate expense of repairing the
appointed by the Speaker, as usual. The Apothesis; enjby then the sweet and pure The “ Chieftain’s” papers are in mourning, possessed by individuals in any other part of □reach is about $4,000 ; and the Directors,,
I A N. I
the United States ; and we repeat, that this
yeas, on this motion, were 90, nays 104. So pleasure unmixed with fear. I am authori and talk of inviting tl^e Senator to resign.
we understand, mean to set about it immedi
I X403 95;.
the House refused to elect the Committee zed to make you this promise, and if more be
is
admeasure
solely
personal
and
individual
in
Alexandria Gaz.
1 ‘Yj$3,864.
ately. It will be built up as before.
and the appointment was to be by the Speak- required, my life, my honour, nay my blood
its character. One city maybe devastated
I o those who have been losers by this acare your guarantees. Let all be contentment, GENERAL WASHINGTON’S WORKS. by fire, another by flood ; but who ever im I cident the corporation intend to make a «-on
agined that it rested with Congress to banish erous remuneration.
1 appearsf
joy and pleasure. Venezuelans! forget your
It is with great satisfaction that we have suffering from such a casualty > And the suf
misfortunes,—the great Bolivar is among von.
parimente
The travelling will be uninterrupted, as
tatives,. st;
Given at head quarters, Valencia, 15th learnt, that Mr. Jared Sparks, editor of the fering that justly awakens sympathy to-day the solidity of the ice above the bridge forms
\_CORTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.']
North American Review, has made arrange for the people of Alexandria, may to-morrow a safe passage way—and for the conveyance'
ms on th
Dec, 1826.
jqsE A PAEZ.
5> Holland,
ments with Judge Washington, for pub be as bitterly experienced by the citizens of of carriages and heavy baggage the proprie
IN SENATE.
lishing an entire edition of “ General Wash Boston or New-York; and who is to close tors have promptly provided suitable boats.
[f cargoes,
TUESDAY, FEB. 13.
ington’s Works,” to consist of'his letters to the door upon similar claims for relief that
amount tc
MAES ABW0X.ES.
1
he
preservation
of
the
two
men
who
fell
The Deputy Secretary of State came in
the Governor of Virginia, during the French may as strongly and reasonably arise from
fateci
with the bridge, is almost miraculous. Al
Do.
war, his State Papers, Official- Correspond any part of the Union. Even State sove though hurried down 40 feet amid crashing
Do.
ence, both military and civil, and such of his reignties do not pretend to exercise this and falling timber, entangled with their cat
State of Alabama.
Do.
private letters as may be deemed suited for species of benefaction, even within the tle, thej fell without receiving the least inju
ana
lasses
halted
at
one
of
our
hotels,
on
the
_ Also, a message concerning the N. R
publication •, the whole to ue comprised in a borders of their own immediate jurisdiction. ry, & attained the shore, after being for near
first
instant
—
among
the
number
was
a
lovBoundary of this State which was read ah<{
series of valmyic^ 'Yh, notes and illustrations The course pursued by the minority in Con
with the accompanying Documents referred mg coupie who were about to commence the by the esteemed editor. It is well known, gress on this question, is certainly deserving ly half an hour, immersed with water chilled
new
year
by
a
matrimonial
connexion
;
the
to the freezing point,—Mr. Jackman is far
to the Committee on that subject.
that General Washington preserved, with of; all honor and all praise. These gentle
Leave foy a Bill was granted on petition of I’est were to witness the ceremony. A wor scrupulous care, copies of his own letters, as men, while from a principle of public duty advanced in years’—and suffered somewhat
thy divine was sept for; ushered into the
from the exposure to the cold.—Mr. Carlton
Robert Rogers and otheis.
well as the prodigious number of originals, they withheld their sanction to a grant from
IP that the
Herald.
Bill additional to 'au 'act establishing the room among the company, and the groom and which he received from other persons. In the treasury of the nation, drew from their escaped unhurt.
ej Rif free &
times of holding the Supreme Judicial Courts bride pointed out to him. Somewhat surpris addition to a full use of these papers, which own private resources the means of answer
ed
to
see
them
at
opposite
sides
of
the
apart

lìtico. An
passed to be enacted.
are now at Mount Vernon, Mr. Sparks will ing the promptings of individual philanthropy.
ment,
the
minister
asked
the
man-if
he
wish

ACCIDENTS IN BUCKSPORT.
Resolve making appropriation for expenses
But supposing the grant to Alexandria to
profit by a mass of materials for Revolution
ed
to
be
married
?
“
No
!
”
was
the
reply
in
.
tfa State Arsenal, and Resolve in favor 6f
On Saturday 3d inst. a Mr. Lawrence, of
gruff and determined tone. At this the bride ary History, which he has gathered by a per be entirely reconcilable with constitutional
Oliver Perkins were finally passed.
Bucksport, undone of his neighbors, engaged
tainted—the girls screamed—the young men sonal inspection of the several public offices prerogative, with what an ill grace does it
in a good matured scuffle at a logging camp
! ! y.been r
were confounded—the holy man'withdrew in the old States, as well as from various pri come from men who have looked coldly and by which he fell and broke his leg: and the
vate sources. The records, correspondence, forbiddingly upon a claim, which, besides the
and
all
prospects
of
joy
and
merriment
van

• Hit win
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 14.
same
day
another
man
in
falling
upon
the
ice,
and other papers of the old Congress, are motive of humanity, comes supported by the
i e! Fprovin
Report on the petition of the Inhabitants of ished. Convulsions succeeded the faint preserved in the Department of: State, to strong principle of justice and moral right. put out his hand to save himself, and instant
ing fit, and a doctor was immediately sent for
tuent,
the Eastern part of Hancock. County grant —he was ofthe Thomsonian school—he tried which he will also have access;
With what consistency can our members of ly fractured his wrist; and before night an
ing leave for a Bill came up from the House his never failing prescriptions, steaming ano
W it’h these advantages and resources in aid Congress claim credit for benevolence in lav other cut his foot badly; all of which acci
indefinitely postponed and the Senate concur
if the editor, it may be expected that the ishing public money upon the people of Al dents occurred within a ’few hours, and a short
hot drops—good remedies in their own way
red.
F session
work will possess a national interest, and exandria, at the very moment they are distance of each other. Surgical aid was im
tor
bodily
complaints,
but
of
little
benefit
to
Resolve establishing the Seat of Govern
I
So
“ a mind diseased”—all would not do, and the constitute a most valuable addition to our po thrusting from the threshold of the capítol mediately procured, and we understand the
iShfaedo
ment came up from the House as by them
litical history. We Understand that Chief the. venerable, war-worn veteran—closing men are doing well; but the termination of
poor
gir!
was
evidently'growing
worse.
Av
ordered to be re-engrossed as taken into a
; Rbtlvas
this juncture a sage magistrate of our village Justice Marshall cordially approves the their ears to his cry for justice, and shutting health and happiness is often much nearer
new draft and the Senate reconsidered their
plan, and will contribute such facili ties as may their hearts against his appeal to their mag then one is aware of; and this accident of Mr.
former votes and postponed the subject indef entered—he knew something of human na ae in his power to promote its execution.
nanimity—sending him forth the spectacle of Lawrence’s which may yet render him a crip
ture, and had no faith in steam doctors, es
í elf
ï
BilU’
initely'.
a nation’s ingratitude—a martyr to the very ple for life, should admonish young men to be
National Intelligencer.
pecially in Such cases—assuming authority
" HRepo
power he has been a noble instrument in more cautious about entering into those haz
he cleared the room of all save the Jove sick
ardous, boyish sports which can produce narearing '.—New Bedford Mercury.
MAJOR GENERAL.
damsel and her quondam lover—tjave them
possible good, and may Reproductive of con
;
POOR MAN.
The Senate, yesterday, in concurrence a little friendly advice, and then retired—the
sequences that they would rue to the day o€
_ A. Mr. Linch Mio has been four times mar
with the House, elected Col. Isaac Hodgs- knot was tied, and so ended the adventure.
Ind. Courier.
A letter from Augusta, Geo. of the 24th their de-atli.
Ifcs
ried,and has been the farther of thirty four inst. states that the Savannah was so low that
DON, of Bangor, Majqr General of the 3d Di
Johnstown Herald.
legitimate children, twenty seven of whom boats could not reach that place. The
vision, in place of Gen Jedqdiah Herrick re
.JPfcL
signed.
now alive, has petitioned the Legislature weather was mild, aftd it was expected that
establisbing the new county cfTwo large stores were destroyed bv'fi;
of Virginia for relief. A person may have the snow on the mountains; would melt and Waldo has passed the legislature of this state |
ffmeri-an Pat. ofk&fh irst.
railadelphia on the 5th inst.
too much of a good thing.
i he flourishing town of Ellsworth, is ex.ne.cts
swell the river.
1 eg; to. he the shir etown.
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Massachusetts.—The Senate of Massa
chusetts on Tuesday last, made choice of
Hon. Levi Lincoln, for Senator to the Con
gress of the United States. The result of
the balloting having been communicated to
the House of Representatives, a resolution
was offered, in which it was recommended
that the House postpone any further at
tempts to elect a Senator to the U. S. Con
gress. The resolution was adopted on Wed
nesday by a vote of 105 yeas to 98 nays.
A letter from Hon. Levi Lincoln, declining
being a candidate for Senator, was commu
nicated by the Speaker, to the House of Rep
resentatives on Wednesday morning.
Woollen Goods Bill.—This bill, as
•will be seen on reference to our Congression
al journal, was passed tube engrossed in the
House of Representatives, on the 8th inst.
Of the members from this State, Messrs. Bur
leigh, Kidder and Sprague, were for the bill,
and Messrs. Anderson, Herrick, O’Brien and
Ripley against it.

Our thanks are due to the Hon. Ichabod
Bartlett, for the frequent favors conferred
upon us, by forwarding copies of Important
Public Documents.

FROM HAVANA.
Crnit. Brittingham of the brig Panther, armeu vesterday in 9 days from Havana, in
forms that a British brig was taken on the
28th of January, at mid-day, while lying in
the port of Neu vitas, by pirates, and the
Captain severely wounded in defending
his vessel—she was afterwards re-taken
by the U. S. frigate Constitution. The Span
ish Commodore Laborde, had arrived with
part of his fleet, got supplies,- and sailed
ag^in for Key. West; two frigates and two
brigs had also arrived for supplies, and would
sail soon. Com . Porter was still blockaded
at Key West. Two days previous to Capt.
B’s sailing, a Spanish Ship of 22 guns was fal
len in with by a British sloop’of .war, who
took her to be a Guineaman, and fired a shot
to bring her to, when the Spaniard fired a
volley of musketry, which wounded the Captain severely; the sloop returned a broadside, which killed their Lieutenant and |
wounded several men, 8cc. The Spaniard
had just got into Havana.—N. Y. Daily. Adv.
THE DUKE OF YORK.

A gentleman of great respectability has in
formed us that on a letter received by him,
brought by the packet from Liverpool, just
arrived at New-York, there is an endorse
ment, made at 5 o’clock in the afternoon pre
vious to its sailing, which states, that news
had been received of the death of the Duke
of York.
Balt. Chron.

Georgia and the Creeks.—The U. States
Gazette, published at Philadelphia, remarks
ing nn the President’s message ta Congress,
relative
the Treaty with the “Creek In
dians, says—“ This is a subject of much im
portance to the community—and one that
may lead to unpleasant results. Congress,
however, owes it to the nation to support with
firmness, the President in the duties they
have imposed upon him, by their solemn de
liberate act ; and it is in this case, especially,
desirable that party spirit should for once be
silent.

CAPt. MORGAN.
Vv e heard lately that Capt. Morgan had
been traced to the Niagara frontier, and had
been one night in the fort. This is the last
heard of him. A gentleman from Albany in
forms us, that he read a letter from a respect
able gentleman of Gennessee, to one of our
Senators, who states names and places in re
lation to the abduction of Morgan, which, if
true, are horrible. It is said he was carried
across the frontier into Canada by three per
sons, whose names are too respectable to
hazard without strong proof ; that an appli
cation was made to Brandt, an Indian chief,
and a mason, to have Morgan conveyed to
the North West Coast, but he refused to have
any thing to do with the affair. The persons
then addressed themselves to some masons
,in the British service, to have Morgan car
ried down the St. Lawrence and put on board
a vessel; this was also declined ; Morgan
was then confined, with his arms pinioned, in
the Fort, and the gentlemen held some kind
of trial, in which it was determined to put him
to death ; and that before day break they
went to Morgan, and announced his fate, and
he plead for a light and a bible, together with
an hour’s delay.—The report goes on to state,
that they cut his throat and threw his body in
the river. Such is the account of this myste
rious transaction revealed by some one who
knew of the affair; and whether true or not,
a letter, communicating the above, has been
received by one of our senators; and it added,
that one of the gentlemen implicated has since
given tokens of insanity. It is, all round, an
extraordinary affair, and we marvel why the
heads of the craft do not move in it.
r
N. Y. Enquirer.
Mt. Z. B. Canonge, who recently killed a
young man in a duel at New-Orleans, and
against whom a bill df indictment was found,
surrendered himself to the civil authority of
that city on the first day of January.
C5Ye are credibly informed that* the above
individual has been engaged in nine or ten
duels, in all of which he has either killed or
wounded his antagonists.—He is said to be
but little more than 30 years of age, a great
libertine, and perhaps the most blood-thirsty
character of the age.]

ZouaS
.? Y-W J-ker,
was found among the ruins at the late fire in
Penn-street, Philadelphia.
American cloth has been carried from
Maine to Quebec, and has been sold cheaper
there than British cloth of the same quality.
A load of wood, which measured more
than four cords, was brought to New Haven,
from Orange, on the 8th inst by the team of
Mr. Harvey Alling.
Bost. Pat.
A physician was frozen to death in Chanange county, N. Y. a short time since, on his
return from visiting a patient.

Ar. at Newport. Sth inst. brig Misstotay,
Lord, of this port New Orleans 30, for Provi
dence.
In Hampton Roads. 3d inst. ship Constitu
tion. Towne, of this port, from City Point, for
London.
Ar. at N. York, 10th, sch. Rebecca, Wood,
of Saco, 5 days from Ocracock.
Cleared at New York, 10th, ship Sarah
Thornton, Dickinson, of Saco, for Mobile.
Ar. at Newburyport, 9th, sip. Enterprize
Gillpatrick, Saco.

A NEW APPARATUS.
A Mr. Finn, of Baltimore, has invented a
fire apparatus, called the Salamander Engine
and Hose, which is said to be well calculated
to enable persons to enter apartments charg
ed with dense smoke, and remain without
suffocation.
During the last year, the sale of lottery
tickets in Rhode-Island exceeded the sum of
one million, six hundred and sixty thousand,
nine hundred dollars, and eighty cents. In
New-York, during the same time it exceed
ed one million. In Massachusetts, it amount
ed to seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars*
'
Prow. Pat.
The extreme severity of the late weather
has impeded the arrival of the mails a few
hours for several days: we have been told
that on Monday the roads were filled with
snow drifts from 10 to 13 feet high, through
which tracks were obliged to be shovelled
before the carriages could proceed.
<
Bos. Gaz.
, GREAT L-&yas.
Mr. Benjamin, of New Ipswich, recently
carried at two loads, with -six horses, from
Boston to Mason, N. H. 48 bales Cotton,
with other loading, to the amount of 20,700
^s*
Concord Gaz.
A Great Ox, raised on the Packer Farm
m Greenland, N. H. is now at Portsmouth
and is estimated to weigh 3533 lbs.
Janvrin Bickford, a lad 14 years of age, of
Hover, N. H. was run over by a sled which
he was driving, on the 29th ult. and died on
the 1st instant.

Feb. 7, lat. 38^ Ion. 62|, brig Apollo, 24
days from Martinique, for"Boston.
4th inst. lat, 35|, Ion. 75, Brig Ferox, of this
port, from Rio Janeiro, for the Vineyard.

VESSELS SPdkEN.

The schr. Solon, Prince, of Portland, from
Demerara for New York, cargo Molasses,
went ashore oh Island Beach, 10 miles North
of Barnegat, on the morning of the 5th inst. it
being very dark and thick weather—vessel so
much injured that she cannot be got off—sails
and rigging will probably be saved. Insur
ance effected on vessel $2000, at the office in
Portland.

F^lax Seed, Hay, and

FLOUR.
WdlNTS
BUSHELS FLAX S^ED. for
which a fair price will
given.
Just received and for sale, first chop FAMI
LY FLOUR.
x

10 Tons SALT HAY, which
has not been stacked, but pressed in
the barn ; for which WOOD or PRO
DUCE will be taken.
Kennebunk-Port, Feb. 17.

NEW GOODS
JUST RECEIVED BY
O. ÉVRJVHAM.

SraSSASY.
An elegant Duodecimo edition of the Wav
erly Novels, from Stereotype plates, is now
publishing in Boston.

Feb. IF.

The encouragement given to Domestic
Manufactures by our Government, is disap
proved of by English writers !
has resigned the
„Gov.r Tyler, of Virginia,
o---- . .............
MARRIED—In Berwick, Mr. Isaac Wors
i??106 OT Governor, from and after the 4th of
ted, to Miss Julia Hilliard, daughter of the
March next,
Rev. Joseph Hilliard.
Mr* Thomas Davis 2d, to
At a Caucus lately held in Portland, com ,,.In
posed of the Members of the Legislature, Miss Mary Durgin.
In Norridgewock, on Sunday evening, Jan.
Hon. Enoch Lincoln was unanimously nom
28, by Calvin Heald, Esq. Mr. Winthrop
inated for re-election as Governor.
Norton, to Miss Betsev Gould, after a long
On the afternoon of the 7th inst. the build and tedious courtship of half an hour.
ings owned and occupied by Messrs. T. 8c S.
N. Carolina, Mr. Marmaduke N. Bell
W ebb, together with their contents, in North
to Miss Catharine Boddie, daughter of Geo’.
Bridgton village, in this state, were consum Boddie, Esq.—The day before the marriage
ed by fire.
Mr. Boddie’s house ana furniture were burnt;
An Unitarian Society has been formed in but this accident was not calculated to cool
Saco. The Members contemplate erecting Mr. Bell.
a house of worship during the ensuing sum
mer.

A new Post Office has been established in
Mount Desert, in this State, to iv called the
Sjmtb We»f; Harbor Post Officeo—John Nich
ols, Esq. Post master.

The Cumberland and Oxford
C.dX.dL LOTTERY,
"g O * Class, was drawn in Portland on

Ja. U Saturday last—A list of the drawing
can be seen at the Bookstore.

The 11th Class,
Draws on the tenth of March next—Scheme
the same as the 9th and 10th Classes.
Persons holding- small prizes in the prece
ding classes, are invited to call and exchange
them. A great variety, of numbers for sale
at
J. K. HEMIC H’S Bookstore.
Feb. 17.

Collectors Notice.

At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk^
within and for the County of York, on the
^^thday of February, in the year of our
hundred andferity-seven.
7DAN DOUGLAS, Executor of the
la^ Wlli and testament of Ruth Downs,
late of Lyman, in said County, Widow, de
ceased ; having presented his first account
ot administration of the estate of said deceas
ed tor allowance.
ORDERED, that the said Executor give
notice to all persons interested, by Causing
a copy of this order to be published three,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
nebunk m said County, on the first Tues
day ot March next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the sam6 should not be allowed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
(-0Ly—Attest,
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
F6b. 10.
5

At a Court of Probate held.at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on the
sixth day of February, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
OHN McDQNALD, administrator of
the estate of John McDonald late of
Limerick, in said County, deceased ; having
presented his first account of administration
of the estate of said deceased for allowance.'
ORDERED, That the said Administrator
glX® notice to all persons interested, by cans irig h copy .of this order tn be published three
weeks successively in the Eastern ArguX
printed at Portland, and Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken 
nebunk, in said County, on the first Tuesday
of March npxt, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and shew Cause, if any they have5
whv the same should not be allowed.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Attest—GEO. THACHER, Re^r.
Feb. 10.

J

At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
within and for the County of York, on the
sixth day of February, in the year of our
Lord eighteen hundred, and twenty-seven.
^ARAH STILLINGS, Administratrix of
the estate of Peter Stillings late
of Berwick, in said county, deceased ; having
presented a petition for license to sell so much
of the real estate of said deceased, as may be
necessary for the payment of his just debts,
with incidental charges.
ORDERED, that the said Administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
nebunk, in said County, on the first Tuesday
of March next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the ,said license should not be granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Attest,
GEO. THACHER, ReFr.
Feb. 10.
*

WTOTICE is herebzJ given by the subscri- At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
17® ber, that he hafe been called on by the
within and for the County of York, on the
Treasurer for the amount of Taxes in his
sixth day of February, in the year of our
hands to collect, and notified that they must I Fiord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven. *
he collected & paid info the sail Treasurer on 1 I^ENJAMIN DUDLEY, Administrator
or before the 20th of March next—He there
of the estate of Mark Goodwin, late
fore notifies all those jvho have not paid their of Lyman, in said county, deceased, having
'Taxes, that they must be paid previous to presented a petition for license to sell so much
the 10th of March, or he will be under the ot.the real estate of said deceased, as will
necessity of resortii^ to such means to obtain raise the Sum of one hundred twenty-seven
them, as will be unpleasant to him, and ex dollars and eleven cents, for the payment of
pensive to those who do not attend to this no his just debts with incidental charges.
tice.
ORDERED, that the said Administrator
SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD, Jr. Collector. give notice to all persons interested, by
Kennebunk, Feb. 17, 1827.
causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tues
REENOUGH & BODWELL, have day of March next, at ten of the clock in
just received an additional assortment the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
of
have, why the said license should not be
granted.
JONAS CLARK, Judge. <
at fair prices.
Cofiy—Attest,
Feb. 17.
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
Feb. 10.
5

The report, that young Americans had
applied to Gen. Lafayçtte for loans of money,
has been contradicted on the authority of the
General.
Bost. Pat.
DIED—In Kennebunk-Port, a child of
It is related of Lord Byron that on the
night of his sailing from Genoa, to Greece, Capt Edmund Nason, aged 18 months.
In Biddeford, a child of Elias Pike.
the ship was overtaken by a tremendous
which supported
In Saco, Mrs. Almira, wife of Mr Augus
storm in the Gulf, and the Capt. was so much
i different places,
tus
Adams aged 34,-a child of Capt. Dunn.
frightened as to be incapable of performing
the broken and
a child of Capt. Beni. Scamman, Jr
his duty. Byron assumed the command, siezFrom
the
letter
of
the
Post
Master
Gen

r as sad a wreck
In Hollis, 28th ult. Mr. Joseph Nason, aged
ed the helm, and guided the vessel back into
the instant of the eral to Congress, transmitting a statement of port.
about 38.
’ ®
the
nett
amount
of
postage
accruing
at
each
:he friction of the
In Dublin, Counsellor Brie.—Killed in a
post
office
in
the
Union,
for
one
year
to
the
The prediction made in Russia, that this
stream of a mewhich arose out of an electioneering
31st March, it appears that New-York city winter would be the coldest known for fifty duel
quarrel.
&
paid $110,252 71; Philadelphia, $73,429 95 ; years, has proved nearer the truth than many
ned for the acci^In Newburyport, Moses Brown, Esq, aged
Boston, $51,257 03 ; Baltimore, $40,442 14 ; others.
Bost.
Pat.
'
probability, than
Charleston, S. C. $24,530 53 ; New-Orleans,
Limbent pressure
Jn Portsmouth, Madame Sarah Langdon,
The Indians near the Rocky Mountains
$20,593 56 ; Providence, $7,859 54. The aw lying upon the
west of the Missouri, are said to have from aged 79, (widow of the Hon. Woodbury L.)
mount
paid
in
these
cities
exceeds
one
half
Ir had contracted
of the sum paid by their respective states. 10 to 12 white persons, whom they hold as mother ot the widow of Governor Eustis, and
hiese produced a
Salem paid $3,297 72 ; New-Bedford, $2,224 prisoners.—$1000 were some- time since of daughter of the late Hon. Henry Sherburne.
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk„
ich was incapable
In Warren, (Me.) Miss Eliza, youngest
47 ; Newburyport, $2,186 ; Springfield, $1,- fered for the recovery of a Mr. Adams sup
within and for the County of York, on the
BUSHELS
FLAX
SEED,
for
daughter
of
Hon.
Samuel
Thatcher,
ap-ed
22.
pressure of the
044 ; Northampton, $1,079 ; Portland, Me. posed to have been taken by them.
sixth day of February, in the year of out
which a fair price will be paid by
In
Messina,
Sicily,
J
ohn Broadbent, Esq.
gave ways
$4,01137 ; Hartford, Conn. $3,080 37 ; Ports
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
FLORIDA CANAL.
GREENOUGH 8c BODWELL.
for upwards of 2.0 years the Consul of the
of repairing the mouth, N. H. $1,966 77 ; Savannah, Geo.
"W^UNICE HAGGINS, Administratrix of
Feb. 17.
We learn from the St. Augustine Herald, United States for that port.
d the Directors, $10,403 95 ; Augusta, $10,298 79 ; Albany,
JlJ the estate of Samuel Haggins, late
that the surveying.party under Lieut. Swift
At Rio de Janeiro, Dec. 10, the Empress of
about it immedi- N. Y. $3,864 59.
Bost. Pat.
of South Berwick, in said County, deceased,
has returned, and speak discouragingly of a Brazil, a daughter of the Emperor of Austria
s before.
having presented her third account of ad
Shift Canal, for want of a. sufficient depth of and sister to the wjd6w of Bonaparte, late’
.osers by this acministration of the estate of said deceased for
It appears from the Report made from the water, except at St. Josephs or Tampa Bay. Emperor ofErance.
d to make a genallowance.
Charleston Courier.
Department of State to the House of Repre
In Halifax, N. S. 17th ult. William Minns,
ORDERED, That the said Administra
A new Unitarian Church was dedicated at Esq. aged 64, editor of the Weekly Chroni
ininterrupted, as sentatives,- stating the claims of American
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
HAS JUST RECEIVED,
the bridge forms, * citizens on the Governments of France, Na- Harrisburgh, Penn, on Sunday-last. Rev. cle, one of the oldest and most respectable
REAMS Foolscap, No. 1 WRITING causin'g a copy of this order to be published,
•the conveyance- ijples, Holland, and Denmark, for vessels and Messrs. Walker, of Charlestown, and E. S. papers in that place. He was a native of
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Boston, and brother of the junior editor of
;age the proprie- ! their cargoes, unlawfully taken and condemn- Gannett, of Boston, officiated.
&& “
Pot N os. 1 and 2.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
1 suitable boats, • «d, amount to $15,045,612 26, viz :
The New-York packet ship Canada was the Palladium.
Letter Paper, &c.—which will be sold at may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
In Coggeshall, England, Mr Michael Pigwo men who fell Aggregate of claims on France, $9,600,332 17^ seized by the officers of the customs at Liv
the
Manufacturer
’
s
prices,
for
Cash
or
ap

Kennebunk, in said County, on the first Tues
Do.
do. Naples,
2,032,039 88 erpool, in consequence of a discovery of ten got aged 99. Mr. Piggot attended Chelmsmiraculous; Al*
day df March next, at ten of the clock in the
Do.
do. Holland,
750,059 84 hogsheads of tobacco on board, which was toicl and other markets in the country for up- proved credit.
;t amid crashing
foren^n,
and shew cause, if any they have,
:::::: ALSO::::::
Do.
do. Denmark, 2,662,280 36^ invoiced as Quercitron bark. Jeremiah Platt, wards of fifty years; and the horse'he usu
d with their catwhy the same should not be allowed.
AN EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT OS’
ally
drove
was
said
to
be
n
cssTv
old
as
his
ng the least inju*
the
consignee,
was
taken
into
custody,
and
on
Total,
$15,045,612~26~
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
master.
trial, fined 10®Z.
:r' being for nearCo/zu—Attest,
-ith water chilled
A new paper has been established at ClairsGEO. THACHER, Re^r.
Jackman is far
NEW-YORK, FEB. 3.
ville, Ohio, called the National Historian.
Feb. 10.
wholesale: and retail,
By the Arcturus, from New-Orleans, we In his prospectus the editor states that he
ffered somewhat
As low as can be purchased in this State.
Id—Mr. Carlton Team that the province of Texas has declar shall support the election of John Quincy Ad
Feb. 17.
Herald. eed itself free 8c independent of the U. States of ams in the ensuing contest.— Bost. Pat.
'Mexico. A paper says :—Many, no doubt,
At Columbus, Ohio, on the 20th ult. the SHzr
. will think these patriots to be the remnant
MWS
A FARM known by the name
>of Don Quixote’s band of heroes ; but, if thermometer was 8 degrees below zero.
CKSPORT.
of the Emery Farm near
r. Lawrence, of there is any union between those who com
The Virginia and Vermont, 74’s, and the
Emery
’s Mills in Shapleigh, con
ighbors, engaged' pose the different settlements which have Cumberland frigate, are ready for launching
taining about 1OO ACRES of the
lately been made in the Province and the at the Navy Yard, Charlestown ; and the
a logging camp, ¡Indians, it will be a serious affair to the ad
KENNEBUNK. FEBRUJIRY 17.
UST received and for sale by
best of Land, well wooded and watered and
keel of the Falmouth, sloop of war, is about
■his leg: and the
on which is a large quantity of Hemlock,
W
JAMES K. REMICH.
joining Province, if not to the Mexican Gov- to be laid.
CLEARED.
;ingupon the ice,
Feb. 10.
Maple, Birch and Oak Timber, within
?ernment.
Feb.
10
—
brig
Ivory
Lord,
Perkins,
Ha

self, and instantA joint resolution has passed the Senate of
half a mile of said Mills and within a few*
vana.
before night an
Indiana, by a large majority, approving the
rods of the Pond, in which it may be convey
CONGRESS.
ARRIVED.
il of which accicourse of policy pursued by the present ad
ed to said Mills—also, a large Orchard, two
The session of Congress is near its termin- ministration of the general gevernment.
Feb. 15—-sell. Eunice Ann, Grant, Boston.
lours, and a short
story dwelling House, Wood-House and Barn,
gicalaidwas im* i ttion, and so much important business reMEMORANDA.
and a Blacksmith Shop. If said Farm is not
Gen. M’Clure, who proposed the tax on
; understand the rmains to be done, that there will probably be Old Bachelors, has asked quarter of that
Saco, Feb. 8—Sailed, slocp Enterprize,
sold at private Sale previous to the 31st day
» termination ot i .ong nightly as well as daily sessions. Much fraternity—as the postage on their numerous Gillpatrick, Newburyport—ready to sail,
of March next, it will be sold at Public Auc
en much nearer warmth is apprehended in the discussion of communications had made alarming inroads sloops Milo, Emery, N. York; Otho, Benson,
tion
on said 31st day of March, to the high
AS just received a quantity of Brazilian
s accident of Mr. j he Manufacturers’ Bill—the West India in his pay as a Representative.—Bost. Pal.
Newburyport.
SHELL COMBS—anew Sc elegant est bidder—Terms liberal. For further in
Trade
Bill
—
the
Georgia
Affair
—
and
the
mder him a cripformation call on John Gowen, of said Shap
Holmes’ Hole, Feb. 11.—Ar. brig Ad
article, at very low prices.
In Ballston, N. Y. some lumps of butter
Pal.
young men tone Taihoun Report.
leigh, at whose store said Auction will be,
Feb. 10.
vance, Emery, Demerara 29 days, for Bos
have
been
taken
from
a
well,
which
they
- into those hazat one of the clock in the afternoon.
ton.
The Supreme Court of the U. S. have de- fell into 21 years ago. They were nearly as
’can produce7?®
JOHN GOWEN, Auctioneer.
Passed by, brig Ferox, 75 days from Rio Ja
pleasant
as
when
first
made.
i
idefl
in
favor
of
Mr.
Clark
’
s
suit
against
the
■oductive of con"
Shaftleigh, Feb. 8,1827.
neiro—gone into Edgartown.
Corporation
of
Washington
for
the
prize
of
The
unfortunate
affair
with
Georgia,
will,
■ue to the day ot
1 $100,000 which he dreamt of and drew in the we fear, to say the least, cause the postpone
AJJ ED by the subscriber a lad about
Ind. Courier.
Brig Corsair, Durrill, of this port, sailed
Washington Lottery. The Corporation, it ment of much of the other business before
fifteen years of age, of steady habits,
from
Antwerp,
Dec.
16,
for
New
Orleans.
bppears, has become liable, in consequence Congress.
as an apprentice to the Joiner’s business—
At
Havre,
Jan.
4,
ship
Gen.
Pike,
Cole,
of
; new county
i the failure of the Contracting Manager,
»uch a lad will meet with good encourage
John Gibson, printer of the New-Orleans this port, for New Orleans.
ANTED about’twenty cords of good
ture of this state ; t is said the Corporation will lose altogether
ment on application to
Argus, a supporter of the Administration, has
WOOD in payment for papers.
vorth.ise^öS? yy the failure $150,000 or upwards— lb.
At Point Petre, (Guad.) 15th ult. two East
CHARLES WOLC0T.
been elected State Printer of Louisiana.
I ern brigs from North Carolina, ,’
J. K. REMICM.
Kennebunk. Feb. 10., 1827.
Dec. 30,

Goods.

Wanted

Writing Paper, &"c.

£0

Stationary,

Maine Register for
1837,

Farm for Sale.

a

Shell Combs

JOS. G. MOODY,

H

Apprentice Wanted.

W

Wood Wanted.
W

BOW
The genuine stereotype edition, in quarto, of

Commissioners’ Notice.

WE the subscribers, having been ap '•’E^Y the subscriber, for which a fair prices
by the Hon. Jonas Clark, JO? will be given, 2 inch, and 24 inch Oak
4i Rowlett’’s Tables oflnterestT Judge ofpointed
Probate for the County of York, to PLANK ; W. O. KNEES ; Floor and Rising
WITH ADDITIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS.
1receive and examine the claims of creditors
TIMBERS; W. O. BEAMS, from 18 to 25
to the estate of
feet long ; good Pine BOARDS, Cord Wood,.
» GENT for the PROTECTION IN- >T is now about twenty-five years since the ’
JOHN
BURZEIL,
Corn, Oats and Beans.
JL SURANCE COMPANY, of Hart M first edition was issued, and no error has
late
of
Shapleigh,
in
said
County,
Yeoman,
The above articles will be received for a
ford, Connecticut, continues töinsure Houses, ever been found in the calculations.
The present edition has been examined no (deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby short time in payment for debts, after which
Stores, Mills, Factories, Barns, and the con
give
notice,
that
six
months
from
the
second
than twelve times by different persons!
Cash will be expected, particularly from
tents of each, together with every other spe- less
1
,
of January, 1827, ar6 allowed to said those whose Notes or Accounts are of long
cies of property at as low rates as are offered and A PREMIUM OF ONE HUNDRED day
creditors
to
bring
in
and
prove
their
claims,
AND
FIFTY
DOLLARS
is
now
offered
by
standing. \
WILLIAM GOOCH.
by any other Company in New-England,
the subscriber, for the detection of an error and that we shall attend that service at the . Wells, Dec. 27,1826.
of a cent, in manner as described in the Pre store of Elisha Bodwell, in Shapleigh, in said
Against
Loss
or
Damage
by
From the New York Evening Post.
faceMoreover, such directions are given county, on the third Monday of February,
by a note at the end of the introduction, as March, April, May and June ensuing, from
THE GREEK WOMAN’S APPEAL TO
make the Tables of nearly double their afi- two until five of the clock P. M. on said days.
’ THE LADIES OF AMERICA.
ELISH A BODWELL, 7 Commistiarent value, inasmuch as it is shown, that
IfT^R
by the subscriber,
Feb. 3.
the exact Bank Interest may be f°und not
JEREMIAH LOW,
Ji ’ FARM situated in Sanford,
DAUGHTER of that happy land
wpF containing about one hundred and
Lane’s Corn-Bhelling Machine. only at sight,ior everyday from 1 to 64, but Shapleigh, Jan. 8,1827. .
O’er the far Atlantic wave,
seventeen acres ; now occupied
almost at sight from said 64 to one hundred
\ Sec. 1.
W’here no despot dare command,
by John Littlefield. Said farm will be sold a
AND TWENTY-FOUR DAYS, On all the SMS Ol
rfi
Where oppression finds a grave ;
WM/E certify that we, in six hours and 15 principal, dollar by dollar from unit orT to
good bargain.
Listen to the Grecians’ tale—
¥ w
minutes of this day, shelled for Jona 2000, on every .ten ddllars, from 2000 to 3000,
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Listen to the Grecians’ woes,
than Clark, Esq. one hundred bushels, after
j Ire the S'
ENERAL and particular notice is hereWells, Dec. 27,1826.
on every fifty from 3000 to 5000, and on every
Till thy blooming cheek is pale,
being shelled ;—Such machines are to be sold five hundred from 5000 to 10,000 dollars be
by given to all persons indebted to the
OCW°
Till thy sparkling eyes o’erflows!
by Deacon JOHN FROST, of Sanford, who sides months, &c. on the same amountsy to subscriber, that their dues must be paid by
i hce, and
purchased the patent right for the towns of gether with a useful cent table; the whole the first day of March next—no further no
lint,for £
By the love you bear your sires—
Sanford’ and Shapleigh.—It requires one per computed at six per cent, &c.—It is likewise tice will be glVeri—All accounts contracted
By the love your husbands claim—
Hh sente
son to turn what is called the Cylinder,- and shewn bv another Note, that the amount of previous to the first day of January instant, if
Bv the love your sons inspire—
two persons to feed it.
COMMISSIONS at various rates per cent, not previously paid or settled by note will
By your beauteous daughter’s names—
FRANCIS WILKINSON,.
LORD
KINGSBURY,
may be found at sight on all the sums of Prin ' then be put in a way of collection. All per
Minn nw
Bv all the charities that rise
ENOCH STANLEY,
sons having demands against the subscriber,
cipal included in the Interest lables.
I çirçùri
Round your sacred household fires—
AVE
just
received
and are now opening,
STEPHEN WILKINSON.
are
requested
to
present
the
same
for
imme

The work altogether, has been got up m
agni in
Listen to the orphan’s cries.
a large and general assortment of
Sanford, Jan.31, 1827.
diate
payment.
complete counting-house style, with-an im
Listen to the widows’ prayers.
lift, apf
BARNABAS
PALMER.
English,
India,
French,
American
dented index to each hundred, doliars^ and
tecU
Jan. 17,1827.
forms a substantial and handsome book of
Speak not of the horrid past—
and West India
reference, CiXheJ^^Ilandard or a check.
Husbands, fathers, sons were slam ; y
HE subscriber, i neon sequence of his reIn numerousiri^ieces 10 and 12 dollars per
And now, ’mid winter’s driving blasts, ‘
j fiteen y
cem loss by Fire, is under the necessi copy have been paid for the old edition, when
Encamped on Attic’s barren plain,
j esaid, ai
ty of requesting all those indebted to him to
tobe met with second hand, but the prices AND LADIES’ WEEKLY GAZETTE.
We perish by pale famine’s hand—
l|h sente
make immediate settlement, to enable him of the present improved edition will be only rglHIS is a new publication, issued every which with their former stock, comprises a
We die, the feeble and the old.
very handsome and general assortment, oa
to resume his business as soon as possible.— as follows:
J H ofthe
-I- Wednesday. It has been commenced the most reasonable terms.
We are not warriors who demand—
He tenders to his customers hts grateful ac
Full bound in calf and lettered, with
We are the hungry and the cold.
j Les of
under the most favourable auspices, and, as
Kennebunk, Jan. 5, 1827.
knowledgments for their past favors, and
indented index,
5U
its title designates, is appropriated particu
mtoth
when
he
resumes
business
requests
a
contin

Our star of freedom still is bright ;
Full bound in sheep and lettered,
larly to the Lbdies. It is devoted to the cause
Stonate
uance of them, and also requests those having
On high our Christian banner waves;
with indented index,
.
5 00 of virtue, to knowledge and amusement. It
demands against him to present them.
j feet- 3.
Alone unaided in the fight,
Half bound in marbled paper, with
will furnish information on the culture of
JOHN G. MAYO.
Still the Turkish power we brave ;
indented index, ■
4 00
i »men'
plants, flowers, &c. useful receipts ; a gener A JOURNEYMAN at the Boot and Shoe
Kennebunk-Port,Jan. 2d, 1827.
Making business.
Unyielding is the Grecian’s heart,
And the booksellers are bound to adhere al weekly summary of foreign and domestic
I Ison, sha
EBENEZER ANDREWS.
Unshaken yet by heathen foe ;
strictly to those prices.
news, with a rich 'fund of choice and select
' , and n
Kennebunk,
Jan.
13.
But this alone has power to daunt—
To be had of Reni. Loring t?1 Co. and An miscellaneous literature. It is neatly printed
I feW,
His hapless wife and children’s woe !
drew J. Allen, State-street; Richardson & on fine white paper, (expressly for binding)
rglHE Subscribers, being appointed by the
Lard. Washington-street; and other Bpok- quarto form—eight pages—without advertise
1
Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge of Probate,
See, on yonder rocky height,
, sellers in Boston ; James K.^REMicyi, Ken- ments, (which are to be inserted on a cover.)
j Int as a
for the county of York, Commissioners to re- ;
''^"'1- k '
Our famished, shivering, aged stand;
The price is oülÿ Two Dollars per annum,
toent ant
ceive and examine all the claims of the Credi- ,i ^Bookseller, No? 2^Market-streetPhilaThev can but raise the feeble prayer ;
Phila payable by those in the city, half yearly, and
They can but lift imploring hands.
tors to the estate of
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
delphia, who will promptly attend to. all or by all others.yearly, in advance.
Their white locks float on every blast,,
either by Note or Account, are re
JAMES H. HILL
ders,. &cl.
,
Among a numerous list of contributors are
Their trembling forms are bending o er;
JOHN ROWLETT.
quested to settle without further notice.
late
of
Berwick,
in
said
County,
Yeoman,
de

the
names
of
Seleck
Osborn,
the
Boston
Bard,
On vou their weeping eves are cast,
*
BENJ. BOURN.
Philadelphia,
mo. HAst, 1826.
ceased, and the term of six months from the
8tc. andin order to render the work truly
i||anize,gi
’Tis you the voice of age implores.
Jan. 15th, 1827.
2nd inst. being allowed for that purpose,
Beware of a spurious Abridgement of less valuable, the Editor will distribute premi
i
ftbis St
hereby give notice that they will attend to than one half, in form of an Octavo Receipt ums for original articles, amounting to One
Long we drouched to tyrants’-power,
l|ect. 1.
that service, at the dwelling house of the Book; for although it is advertised in my Hundred Dollars.
Long we bent, the suppliant knee,
Widow Olive Hill, in-said Berwick, on the name, it is not mine, arid several copies of it,
All communications must be addressed to
I w of lb
Arose at length the fated hour,
first and last Wednesdays of February next, furnished toordfers for mine, have been re Thomas C. Clark, Editor and Proprietor, No.
fcTb
Hope Tt the torch of liberty.
and
on
the
last
Saturdays
of
the
foui
’
following
turned
to
the
venders
as
COUNTERFEIT.
40, Race-Street, Philadelphia.
Mav each patriot’s heart be cold,
months, from one to five o'clock in the af The price too, in comparison with my own
Postmasters and others will be entitled to FgNHIS inveterate disease which has so long
Ere is quenched the sacred fire;
I this Stat'
A baffled the art of the most experienced
ternoon,
on
said
days.
/
work,
should
be
only
one
dollar
fifty
cents,
every sixth copy they may order.
Ere ’mid Turkish slaves enrolled
Nahum heard. even bulk for bulk ; and yet Tim. Fletcher Philadelphia, Oct. 1826.
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign' : dkationt
We Will mount the funeral pyre ?
JOEL BILLINGS.
andAbijah VV. Thayer, the publishers, in
i Î p50Ù
remedy in
Blood of heroes in our veins,
Berwick, January 3th, 1^27.Portland, did intend, as appears by their Pro
r a piers enr
DR. LAGRANGE'S GENUINE
Could we live in Moslem chains ?
posals, to vend it to the public, at the enor
I tikis bei
Faith of Christians ip our hearts,
mous price of five dollars per copy !! And af
, J ¡never,
Could we act the apostate’s part ?
ter all, whether they have copied from my
WE the subscriber/having been appoint old edition correctly or made mistakes, I
CHEAP !!!
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met
Daughters of the brave and free ;
■ icy, the (
ed bv the Hon. \Jonas Clark, Judge have not had time to examine, but it has eviDaughters of the holy creed,
,
OORSE, SLEIGH, arid with more reluctance by the Physician, and 1 1 ¡shall iss
of Probate for the County of York, to receive; dently been got up only in the common way
Have pity on our misery,
HARNESS—The Horse none in which he is so universally unsuccess i tj ¡several
and examine the claim/of Creditors to the like an Almanack, See. without those checks
Our naked, helpless infants, feed !
is about 10 years old, and will be ful..
HUMANITY. estate of
j
.
. This Ointment has stood the test of expe
and cross-examinations which Tables of such
sold for §25.
s| ¡act pro'
a kind necessarily require.
J. R.
MR4HM! EMMORA,
Sleigh, st€|l plated Shoes, nearly new rience and justly obtained an unparalleled ce * J visions o
lebrity.
It
immediately
removes
the
scabs,
late
of
Lyman,
4n
said
county,
deceased,
rep

■i
Jan.
23.
•
t
4w.
WINTER.
price §15.
1
,
. ,
-gives a healthy action to the vessels; of the
a| if this f
resented insolvent, do hereby give notice that
New WAGGON, price §25.
BY BEBNATW BARTON.
skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
six months from the second day of January
HARNESS, §7.
THOU hast thy beauties ; stormier ones I: inst. are allowed to said Creditors to bring in
Numerous recommendations might be ob- i i |e his pr
:::::: ALSO::::::
, tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro
own
and prove their claims, àtid that we shall at
( sition no
Than those of thy precursors ; yet to thee tend that service, at th Adwelling house of
prietor chose that a fair trial should be
1
Brass
8
day
CLOCK
black
OF BOSTON.
t
Belongs the charms of solemn majesty
its only commentator. It has in three or four
Nathan Hanson, in saidsLyman, on the
Walnut
Case,
and
warranted
a
first
rate
And naked grandeur. Awful is the tone
weeks cured cases of fifteen and tw'enty years
1 aolonge
last Saturday of January, andon the last Sat fMlHÉ siibscriber continues to insure Mantime piece—price §30.
,
H ufactories, Machinery, Houses, Storee,
Of thy tempestuous nights, when clouds are urdays of thè five following months, from two
standing, that have resisted the power of ev
>ect 2..
All
or
any
of
the
above
named
articles
will
and
other
buildings,
and
also
Merchandizs,
"blown
ery
other
remedy
that
could
be
devised.
to four o’clock in the afteihoon.
I comma
be sold for Cash or approved credit.
By hurrying winds across the troubled sky;
against loss or damage by
It not only at once gives immediate relief in
NATHAN HANSON,
JOHN H. HILTON.
ht large
Pensive, when softer breezes faintly sigh.
Salt-Rheum,
but
cures
Tinea
Capitis
(com

JAMES W. ROBERTS;
Kennebunk Landing, Jan. 20, 1827.
iectmen
monly called SCALD HEAD) andallscabby
Lyman Jan. 4>th. 1827.
Through leafless boughs, with ivy over
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
station,
grow V,
on the most reasonable terms.
J'r’There is nothing of a mercurial nature
i!) desigi
Thou hast thy decorations too ; although
JOHN LILLIE, Agent.
contained in it, and it may be used on in
I membe
Thou art austere ; thy studded mantle, gay
Jan. 20.
fants and others under any circumstances
With icy brilliants, which as proudly glow
such to
O.N Saturday the 6th inst. on the road
whatever.
OR sale by the subscribers, Two new
MJ? leading from Wells to Kennebunk-port
As erst Golonda’s ; and thy pure array
lr perfo
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow
SLEIGHS,
which
will
be
sold
at
a
low
Of regal ermine, when the drifted snow
by the way of upper Kennebunk, lost a new
pproved
price, and payment received in Corn, Rye, ing agents.
Envelops nature ; still her features seem
long red worsted SS WJ and a Woollen
David Griffith, Portland; Delano & Whit
Like pale, but lovely ones seen when we SOCK, the person who has found said arti FlpHE subscribers have formed a connex- Oats, Beans, Wood, or Cash, at the option of ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.
the purchaser.
cles, is desired to leave them at the Gazette A ion in business under the firm of
dream.
NAddit
Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES K,
DANIEL WISE & CO.
office, and a suitable reward shall be given.
BOSm’jfflS & TOWS,
REMICH, Kennebunk.
Kennebunk, Jan. 20, 1827.
Sect 1.
SALLY HEMMENWAY.
*#*Liberal discount to country dealers.
and will do business at the Store heretofore
ta o/ Ä
Jan. 13.
June, 1826.
'
eoply.
occupied by Oliver Bourne, in Main Street,
'M, Tl
nearly opposite the Bank, where may be
A QUANTITY of first rate Vermont
inted ir
found
a
general
assortment
of
Wheaton’s Itch Ointment.
A. CHEESE, for sale by
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
¡te, purs
LORD & KINGSBURY.
European, American, W. India
37 1-2
f Act
Feb. 2.
- Goods and Groceries,
YORK COUNTY.... MAINE.
lifts of
HEATON’S noted ITCH OINT
XT'OR sale ladies’ BEAVERS, at the lowest prices, for^Cash, Country ProSaco, Dec. 12, 1826.
tf.
MENT, which has stood the test ■
«rts of S
Wilf
/ Hi
Fur and Felt.—Cash paid ! duce, or approved credit/v.
against all other ointment, the price of i
tlL / for HATTING and SHIPPING
ioty-fiftl
OLIVER BOURNE,
which has been reduced from 50 to 374 I
JflhkF FURS by
five ma;
WILLIAM TOWNE.
cents.
E. GOULD.
Kennebunk-fiort, Jan.Vf 1827.
ceding
LL peYson® indebted to the subscriber
...ALSO...
January 13'.
OLIVER BOURNE requests all persons
Mai ap[
on Account, of more than one year’s
indebted to him either by Note or Account,
Dr. Davenport's Billions Pillsr.\ yernor,
standing, are requested to settle the same
to call, settle and, pay immediately without within thirty days—After which time all ac
Mnthe
For the time these Pills have been offered
further notice. Those who neglect this call counts will be left with an. Attorney for col
to the public, the sale of them has exceeded I
KENNEBUNK LANDING,
e.'ifi anr
will find them with an Attorney for collec lection.
JOHN PARSONS.
the most sanguine expectations of the pro-1
ONTINUES at his old stand to buy good
ewer t
tion.
6w.
Alfred, Jan. 5,1827.
prietor, which may be fairly considered an!
OAK TIMBER, and PLANK %ree
red to pc
acknowledgement of their many virtues.
inches thick.
-4
‘
They are very justly esteemed for their . Iw to
ALSO—Warted about
:
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all ] ¿ofS'
PATENT VEGETABLE
or sale by
1OOO Feet of OAK BOARDS,
cases where one is necessary—They are a H pose, si
JOS.
MOODT.
ANTED at this office, a lad from 14 to
1| inch thick, of good width & length.
safe, and sovereign remedy in all billions fe f pons the
WHO WISHES TO BUT
vers, pains in the head, stomach and bowels,j
15 years of age as an apprentice to
HE Pills which are now offered the Pubc pies, v
::::::ALSOn::::
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, worms,
the Printing business. It is necessary that
200
Cords
of
Hard
WOOD
■
lie,
have
for
a
long
time
been
celebra

A .few thousand feet of Clear, and Refuse
[able to
and
billious
cholic
—
-they
are
likewise
an
an-j
Ire
possess
a
good
school
education^*
and
that
cord wood lengths.
ted as a cqrtain and effectual preventative
Clear BO ARDS, for all which a generous
ìect. 2.
he be of correct and steady habits.—To such and cure for the Rheumatism. They will be tidote against infectious diseases, removing]
Jan.
13.
price will be given.
a lad good encouragement will be given on found, also, for common use, the most safe obstructions of every kind by dissolving andi
antboriz
Feb. 3.
applieation to
effectual and pleasant physic ever offered, discharging the morbid matter, helping di » joutai
JAMES K. REMICH.
gestion,
restoring
a
lost
appetite
—
a
sure
re

being composed entirely of vegetable materi
1 peases, j
Kennebunk Gazette Office, Jan. 13, 1827.
als, they do qot predispose to' take cold like lief for costive habits. 1 hey are so accom-j
modated
to
all
seasons
and
hours,
that
they
«ightei
other physic, may betaken any time, they
ANTED to hire two good Millmen,
give an appetite, assist digestion, and carry maybe taken in summer or winter, at any'
HE subscriber is under the necessity of
time of the day, without regard to diet or,
who are well acquainted with Sawing,
informing those who are indebted to
off all crudities from the stomach.
several
and are of steady and correct habits—Two him by note or account, that their dues must
If on taking cold a few of these pills are hindrance of business. Their operation is so
HE subscriber has many accounts o- taken on going to bed, they will be found to gentle and effectual, that by experience they|
men of the above description may hear where be paid. This being the second public No
they can find employ by calling at this office. tice which he has given—he conceives that
pen, some of which have been standing operate kindly the next day, and carry off are found to excel a’^y other physic hereto-: -nHad an
qlw tl
None need apply but such as are well ac no one can entertain hard thoughts should
unsettled for six years. He therefore takes
any bad effects'which might have remained fore offered to the public.
The genuine are covered , with a chech hhdre(j
quainted with the business, and are of cor the third come Greeting.
this method of informing all those who have of such cold if they had not been taken.
plate, with the design of the Good Samari- ti|ofan
rect habits.
accounts open with him of more than six
GEORGE HOBBS.
Families will find by a free use of these
n L ■ ,ac
. Feb. 3.
months standing, that he shall expect them pills, that one half, at least, of the usual serv tan, and the agents nam$ thereon.
Berwick, Oct. 7.1826
6m.
—ALSO—
„
|
settled previous to the 25th day of the pres ices of the Physicians may be dispensed with,
ent month, and that should they neglect to and afthe same time get rid of many chronic
Wheaton’’s Jaundice Bitters,
w ayn ■
attend to this notice they must not complain complaints, which cause many to drag out an
should Ke resort to other and more coercive unhappy life.
ts°Ucts
37 1-2
FIN HE Store at Sanford Corner,
means to obtain bis just due.
UH.
The
above
PILLS
are
for
sale
at
JAMES
A lately occupied by Timothy
He will also expect all Notes which have
Davenport's. Celebrated Eye Water. n IL. Out,
become due previous to th£ 25th inst. to be K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Shaw, Esq. The above is a fine
A fresh suply of the above is kept in Keny
it/*’A liberal discount to those who buy to
INTER Strained Sperm Oil of the paid, also all ,those who have promised Bark,
stand for business, in a thriving village, and
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Mor*,
worthy the attention of persons about enga
first quality,; just received and for Wood, Corn, arid other produce, or Cash, to sell again..
rill—in Dover by Wheeler 8c Tufts—by tlid
Dec..2..
deliver the same prior, to the above date, as
ging in trade—For, particulars please apply
sale by
JOS. G. MOODY.
Druggists in Portland and Boston, and by Î ¡al CoUrl
to JOHN FROS T, Kennebunk, or to
Likewise Gentlemen’s Satin Hair Stocks they would save themselves expanse an'd the
«I
persons in the principal towns
A good assortment of Justice some
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT,
stuffed with wool,, a very warm article for subscriber trouble.
Maine
to
Georgia.
Mhied
JOTHAM
PERKINS.
Guardian to Harrah C. Morrill.
• winter wear.
eowly &
Bknfes for said at titis Office,
QcL 1,18.25.
in
KRnnbunk-Port, Lin, 20,1827.
Kennebunk, Jan. 4,1827.
Jan. 6,

Joseph G. Moody,

Farm for Sale.

Settle and pay.

NEW GOODS

¡

H

Particular Notice.

T

Wanted Immediately,

Commissioners’ Notice.

Notice

A

I

Salt Ithewm.

FOK; SALE,

Commissionerr Notice.

Insurance Company

Sleighs for Sale

Lost.

Copartnership. F

SESSSH.

Ship Timber

Fur and Hair Seal
Caps.

W

Plank,

Notice*

Clear, and Refuse Clear
Boards^

A

HOOPS,

.

Warranted Shingles,

C

Jlppn’Kf/ice Wanted ’

F

ECFNotice

Millmen Wanted.

W

W

Take Notice.

T

T

To Let,

B

W

DR. D&IW’S

Rheumatic Pills.

T

